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Sweet Vengeance Movie
THE TRUTH WILL RISE
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Sweet Vengeance Book
Tessa Jamison couldn't have imagined anything worse than losing her beloved twin girls and
husband--until she was convicted of their murder. For years she has counted off the days in Florida's
Correctional Center for Women. Proving her innocence holds little appeal now that her family's gone.
But on one extraordinary day, her lawyers announce that Tessa's conviction has been overturned due
to a technicality, and she's released on bail to await a new trial.
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Sweet Vengeance Fern Michaels
Tessa retreats to the small tropical island owned by her late husband's pharmaceutical company. There,
she begins to gather knowledge about her case. For the first time since her nightmare began, Tessa
feels a sense of purpose in working to finally expose the truth and avenge her lost family. One by one,
the guilty will be led to justice, and Tessa can gain closure. But will she be able to learn the whole truth
at last . . . and reclaim her freedom and her future?
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Sweet Vengeance Terraria
"Will keep readers on the edge of their seat with the perfect amount of fear and surprises . . . New
revelations about the plot and its characters are around each corner."
--RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars
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Sweet Vengeance Kat Martin
Disappointing
The set up for this book is compelling: a woman is tried and convicted for the murder of her husband
and twin daughters. She spends ten years in prison until a legal advocacy team finds a way to request a
retrial. She is freed and returns to her home...the scene of the crime. Then the story unravels with
illogical scene after illogical scene. Not as precise and compelling as her other books.
I received this book for free from Netgalley in exchange for an honest review. This does not affect my
opinion of the book or the content of my review.Sweet Vengeance = sweet read! I literally devoured this
page turner in about three hours. I had to keep reading until I found out who was behind the murders
of Tessa's identical twin girls and her husband. Tessa spent ten years in prison wrongfully convicted and
railroaded for the murders. I felt for Tessa on page one and was so happy when she was

I received

this book for free from Netgalley in exchange for an honest review. This does not affect my opinion of
the book or the content of my review.Sweet Vengeance = sweet read! I literally devoured this page
turner in about three hours. I had to keep reading until I found out who was behind the murders of
Tessa's identical twin girls and her husband. Tessa spent ten years in prison wrongfully convicted and
railroaded for the murders. I felt for Tessa on page one and was so happy when she was released but
all was not over, the real killer was still out there. I was so angry for Tessa when it was revealed how
little investigating the police did and how they quickly pinned the crimes on Tessa without collecting
enough evidence. You could feel Tessa's anger at this jump off the pages, this is how well written and
well developed the character of Tessa was. By the end of the book I was completely surprised at what
really happened to Tessa's family. This book definitely was a fast paced Mystery/Thriller with a touch of
feel good romance.This review was originally posted on My Fiction Obsession
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Sweet Vengeance Brian De Palma
I know Fern Michaels intended audience is women, but really this book is totally improbable. I hate
books that insult my intelligence or asks me to leave my brain on the coffee table as I read. Please, the
whole premise of is implausible. When was the last time you heard of person (male or female) in the
United States being convicted of triple murder within two months of the crime? Let alone a beautiful,
wealthy woman? I love mysteries and am totally baffled about the rave reviews for this novel
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Fern Michaels intended audience is women, but really this book is totally improbable. I hate books that
insult my intelligence or asks me to leave my brain on the coffee table as I read. Please, the whole
premise of is implausible. When was the last time you heard of person (male or female) in the United
States being convicted of triple murder within two months of the crime? Let alone a beautiful, wealthy
woman? I love mysteries and am totally baffled about the rave reviews for this novel. I was a little
ashamed of myself for spending the time when there are so much better mystery writers. I checked my
reading list and noticed that many, many years ago I read a few Michaels books, and after reading this
book it reminded me why it had been so many years.
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I have always loved Fern Michaels but needed a break from the Sisterhood series I really enjoyed this
novel about a woman, Tessa, claiming she was wrongly accused and convicted who voiced to get
revenge on the real killer when she was released from prison on a technicality. A really good book with
a couple of surprises thrown in but also very sad at all of the lives cut short in one day; it canâ€™t help
engrossing you and keeping you emotionally invested.
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Sweet Vengeance Review
It's been a while since I have read anything from this author and the summary sounded interesting so I
thought, "Why not?" Actually, now that I think about it, there was probably a reason for that.
It was EXTREMELY difficult to finish this story. The main protagonist was irritating. So irritating,
exasperating, frustrating, annoying....hmmmm, getting the gist? It got to the point that I just wanted to
tell her to "shut up". For a character that should have naturally garnered sympathy, actually a
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a while since I have read anything from this author and the summary sounded interesting so I thought,
"Why not?" Actually, now that I think about it, there was probably a reason for that.
It was EXTREMELY difficult to finish this story. The main protagonist was irritating. So irritating,
exasperating, frustrating, annoying....hmmmm, getting the gist? It got to the point that I just wanted to
tell her to "shut up". For a character that should have naturally garnered sympathy, actually a
tremendous amount of sympathy, due to the circumstances of the plot - it was actually quite a feat to
make that character so unappealing to the reader that you honestly couldn't care less about her. That is
truly talent.
This character (Tessa) was beyond unbelievable. Not only was she unlikable, but she gave the reader no
reason to even WANT to care about her. Her actions and her behavior were difficult to read/listen to,
and not at all realistic. Or, I guess a better way to describe her actions would be maddening. Instead of a
mother who honestly wants justice - and someone who honestly didn't know what occurred to her
family - she seems to do everything in her power to prevent the truth from coming out. From having
preconceived ideas that cloud her judgment (and that would have been okay as long as she took the
time to just listen as evidence was coming out) to yelling at witnesses and screaming at witnesses,
saying that they are lying. Then, interrupting the output of crucial information by having irrational
outbursts that are really just extremely annoying - all of these actions would have been okay and even
somewhat justified if she was even just a BIT likable.
Honestly, her behavior was so difficult that it just took me out of the story. It became more of a
nuisance that everything else was just background. Who was the killer? Oh yeah, was this a mystery? All
I know is that I'm glad it is over.
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Tessa Jamison is released after 10 years in prison for murdering her husband and twin daughters due to
a witness coming forward with new evidence. The story takes place over the 3 day period surrounding
her release. Pending a new trial, Tessa and the CEO of her company go through personal possessions
and try to find new forensic evidence to help prove her innocence.
On the positive side, I was engaged in the story and read it in one sitting. I felt great sympathy for Tessa
at first, until she co
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day period surrounding her release. Pending a new trial, Tessa and the CEO of her company go through
personal possessions and try to find new forensic evidence to help prove her innocence.
On the positive side, I was engaged in the story and read it in one sitting. I felt great sympathy for Tessa
at first, until she continued to yell and scream at people who were trying to help her. I understand she
was angry. I had some unanswered questions that came up near the end: Why didn't Liz answer her
phone or call when she promised to? Why did the girls incriminate Liam? Who was calling when Tessa
was unable to answer the phone? Who called the police? I guess I like for loose ends to be tied up and
just a couple of paragraphs probably could have worked. Throughout the book, the author gives a
dozen clues for readers to figure out what really happened before the climactic ending.
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Sweet Vengeance Cast
First, I would like to thank Fern Michaels, Kensington Books and NetGalley for providing me with this
book so I may bring you this review.
I have been a fan of Fern Michaels work for a long time. However, Sweet Vengeance in my opinion is
her best book to date! From the prologue Fern got my undivided attention with her description of what
prison life was life for Tessa. One thing that made this book interesting than any other book she has
ever written is that it was written in the future. In thi

First, I would like to thank Fern Michaels,

Kensington Books and NetGalley for providing me with this book so I may bring you this review.
I have been a fan of Fern Michaels work for a long time. However, Sweet Vengeance in my opinion is
her best book to date! From the prologue Fern got my undivided attention with her description of what
prison life was life for Tessa. One thing that made this book interesting than any other book she has
ever written is that it was written in the future. In this case it was written in 2021. So, things were a little
different then.
In this book Tessa goes back and gives a little history of who she was before she landed in prison. That
person shaped her to the person she was today.
I loved the part of the book on how she mentioned she loved reading her entire life. I can relate to her
saying that books protect her sanity. I use books as an escape from reality. As did she. Plus, she got to
work in the prison library.
I felt sad for her that her daughters and husband were gone and no other family existed. That she felt
alone.
It is really a great read that is Ferns best work.
...more
I didnâ€™t care for this book at all. The story was sooooo predictable and unbelievable. And I could not
get myself to like Tessa, the main character. Very disappointing.
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Sweet Vengeance Movie Review
Really awful book. Poorly written, poorly edited.
One of the worst books I have ever read. The story line didn't hold together, the ending didn't make any
sense. Way too many inconsistensies.
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